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The STAR Collaboration is designing, constructing, and installing a suite of new detectors in the
forward rapidity region (2.5 < η < 4) over the next two years, enabling a program of novel mea-
surements in p+p, p+A, and A+A collisions. This extension of STAR’s kinematic reach will
allow detailed studies of cold QCD physics at both very high and very low partonic momentum
fraction, i.e., when the colliding quarks and gluons carry very large or very small amounts of
the nucleon energy. To fully explore some of the outstanding QCD physics opportunities, the
forward upgrade has detection capability for neutral pions, hadrons, photons, electrons, jets, and
adds charged-particle tracking, electromagnetic, and hadronic calorimetry to STAR’s capabili-
ties at high pseudorapidity. The upgrade will greatly expand the kinematic reach for ongoing
measurements of the spin and flavor structure of the nucleon and will enable studies of the longi-
tudinal structure of the nuclear initial state that leads to breaking of boost invariance in heavy-ion
collisions. Transport properties of the hot and dense matter formed in heavy-ion collisions will
also become accessible with the new measurement capabilities at forward rapidity.
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1. Physics Opportunities at Forward Rapidity1

As outlined in the RHIC Cold QCD Plan [1], precise imaging of gluons and sea quarks in-2

side protons and nuclei is needed to address some of the deepest questions about the emergence3

of nuclear properties from QCD. Some of the important outstanding questions include: How are4

the gluons and sea quarks distributed in space and momentum inside the nucleon; How do the5

spin of gluons and sea quarks (and their orbital angular momentum) contribute to the total nu-6

cleon spin; Does the density of gluons saturate inside nuclei at high energy, and if so, what are7

the universal properties of saturated gluonic matter? Answering these questions and others about8

the fundamental aspects of QCD have motivated the proposed electron-ion collider (EIC)[2, 3], the9

next-generation experiment for studying the constituents of nuclear matter in detail. The STAR10

forward rapidity physics program offers opportunities to address these and other outstanding ques-11

tions in cold QCD in the years leading up to the EIC and paves the way for the physics program of12

the future EIC.13
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modulations [33]. One example is the Collins-like asymmetry F$.
GHI	(JKL7JM). Currently all existing 

model predictions are unconstrained by measurements and suggest a maximum possible upper limit 
of ∼2%. The present data fall well below this maximum with the best precision at lower values of 
z, where models suggest the largest effects may occur. Thus, these data should allow for the first 
phenomenological constraint on model predictions utilizing linearly polarized gluons beyond the 
positivity bounds. 

While the measurements of transversity through the Collins FF need TMD factorization to 
hold in p+p scattering, di-hadron asymmetries utilize collinear factorization. Thus, not only can 
more precise measurements of these effects in p+p improve our knowledge of transversity, such 
measurements are invaluable to test the longstanding theoretical questions, such as the magnitude 
of any existing TMD factorization breaking. Extractions at RHIC kinematics also allow the 
possibility for understanding the TMD evolution of the Collins FF (e.g. Ref. [37]) by comparing to 
those extractions from SIDIS and e+e- data. As noted earlier, extending measurements of di-hadron 
and Collins asymmetries in the forward direction will allow access to transversity in the region x > 
0.3, which is not probed by current experiments. This valence quark region is essential for the 
determination of the tensor charge, which receives 70% of its contributions from 0.1 < x <1.0, for 
details on the current status of the tensor charge please see [38] In addition, probing transversity in 
p+p collision provides enhanced sensitivity to the d-quark transversity compared to SIDIS, due to 
the fact that there is no charge weighting in the hard scattering QCD 2à2 process in p+p collisions. 
We note that this is a fundamental advantage of p+p collisions, as any SIDIS measurement of the 
d-quark transversity has to be on a bound system, i.e. He-3, which leads to nuclear corrections. The 
high scale we can reach in 500 GeV collisions at RHIC will also allow for the verification that 
previous SIDIS measurements at low scales are, in fact, accessing the nucleon at leading twist. 
Figure 2-6 shows the x-Q2 coverage spanned by the RHIC measurements compared to a future EIC, 
JLab-12, and the current SIDIS world data. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
Figure 2-6: The x-Q2 plane for data 
from the future EIC and Jlab-12 GeV as 
well as the current SIDIS data and the 
W-boson data from RHIC. All data are 
sensitive to the Sivers function and 
transversity times the Collins FF in the 
TMD formalism. 

 
Another fundamental advantage of p+p collisions is the ability to access gluons directly. 

While gluons cannot carry any transverse spin, there is a strong analogy between quark transversity 
and the linear polarization of gluons. Similarly, there exists an equivalent of the Collins 
fragmentation function for the fragmentation of linearly polarized gluons into unpolarized hadrons 
[39]. The linear polarization of gluons is a largely unexplored phenomenon, but it has been a focus 
of recent theoretical work, in particular due to the relevance of linearly polarized gluons in 
unpolarized hadrons for the pT spectrum of the Higgs boson measured at the LHC. Polarized proton 
collisions at √s = 500 GeV at RHIC are an ideal place to study the linearly polarized gluon 
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Figure 1: Left: The x−Q2 plane with data sensitive to the Collins and Sivers asymmetry from all current
semi-inclusive deep inelastic scattering measurements and future EIC and JLAB-12 GeV projections. The
unique region of x and Q2 that will be covered by STAR measurements at mid and forward rapidity are
shown. Right: the x−Q2 plane depicting the measurements sensitive to nuclear parton distribution functions,
including predictions for the future EIC measurements and STAR measurements at forward rapidity in p+A
collisions at

√
s = 200 GeV.

Previous STAR efforts employing the forward pion detector and the forward meson spectrom-14

eter have demonstrated that important questions in cold QCD physics can be addressed by STAR15

with detailed measurements in the forward rapidity region. New forward instrumentation will allow16

STAR to perform novel measurements of the large transverse single-spin asymmetry, AN , observed17

in charged hadrons [4]. Measurement of AN at the highest RHIC center-of-mass energies will al-18

low tests of the leading theoretical descriptions [5, 6] and provide novel data for determining the19

underlying mechanism of this observed asymmetry [7, 8]. The unique flexibility of the RHIC com-20

plex allows the collision of polarized proton beams. Measurement of transversely polarized proton21

collisions at forward rapidity may help to develop a more complete picture of the nucleon spin22

structure[9, 10]. STAR Measurements in the forward region of the Collins and di-hadron asym-23

metry, observables sensitive to transversity, would provide data in unexplored x−ranges and allow24

investigation of the flavor dependence of transversity. Figure 1 (left) shows the x−Q2 coverage25
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that will be possible with the RHIC measurements compared to those from the future EIC, JLab-12,26

and the current semi-inclusive deep inelastic scattering world data.27

Precision measurements of nuclear parton distribution functions (nPDFs) at small x are needed28

to constrain the initial state of A+A collisions [11]. As shown in Fig. 1 (right), forward instru-29

mentation will allow STAR to probe the moderate Q2 and medium-to-low x range where no data30

currently exist - in a region where the nuclear modification of sea quarks and gluons is expected31

to be sizable. The use of forward calorimetry to enable electron identification and hadron rejection32

will allow measurement of the nuclear modification of sea quarks through the RpA of Drell-Yan,33

which is ideal for the measurement of sea quark suppression since it is free from final state effects.34

Similarly, the combination of charged particle tracking and electromagnetic calorimeters will allow35

measurement of direct photon suppression at forward rapidity, which is an ideal probe sensitive to36

the expected gluon suppression at low x.37

While the primary physics motivation for the STAR forward rapidity physics program is the38

exploration of cold QCD physics in the very high and low regions of Bjorken x, the detector suite39

needed to address these topics will also provide new detector capabilities to STAR for the explo-40

ration of timely topics in hot QCD as well. The greatly expanded kinematic range of the STAR41

detector will allow measurements that are sensitive to the longitudinal structure of the initial state42

and the temperature dependent transport properties of matter in relativistic heavy-ion collisions.43

Measurements of long-range correlations are expected to be sensitive to the early-time dynam-44

ics of heavy-ion collisions. Forward instrumentation complements the existing STAR detectors,45

providing an expanded two-particle phase space for measuring long range correlations.46

In order to fully explore these topics in both cold and hot QCD, the STAR forward rapid-47

ity physics program has been designed to provide superior detection capability for neutral pions,48

photons, electrons, jets, and hadrons through the addition of charged-particle tracking and elec-49

tromagnetic and hadronic calorimetry to STAR in the forward rapidity region. Figure 2 shows a50

render of the STAR detector, including the forward tracking system and the forward calorimeter51

system.52

2. The STAR Forward Rapidity Upgrade53

Achieving the physics goals of the STAR forward rapidity physics program requires the de-54

sign, construction, and installation of several new detector subsystems into STAR in the forward55

region. The forward tracking system (FTS) will provide charged particle tracking while the for-56

ward calorimeter system (FCS) will provide electromagnetic and hadronic calorimetry. Both the57

FTS and the FCS will cover the region 2.5 < η < 4.0. The FTS must be capable of discriminating58

the charge sign of hadrons for transverse asymmetry studies and be capable of separating electrons59

from positrons for Drell-Yan measurements. The physics goals for measurements in A+A colli-60

sions, such as the two-particle correlation measurements, further require a momentum resolution61

better than 30% for tracks with 0.2 < pT < 2 GeV/c and an efficiency of better than 80% for events62

with approximately 100 tracks per event.63

2.1 The Forward Tracking System64

The FTS consists of a combination of two detector technologies: three stations of silicon65
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Figure 2: A render of the STAR detector, including the forward tracking system and the forward calorime-
ter. The silicon mini-strip disk detectors are shown closest to the interaction point, followed by the pentag-
onal sTGC detectors. The event plane detector (grey disk) is used as a preshower detector for the forward
calorimeter system (purple).

mini-strip sensors and four stations of small-strip thin gap chambers (sTGCs) similar to those used66

in the ATLAS new small wheel upgrade[12, 13]. As depicted in Fig. 2, the silicon detectors are67

placed nearest to the interaction point at z-locations of approximately 140 cm to 200 cm from the68

interaction point. The sTGCs are placed further away at z−locations between 300 cm to 360 cm69

from the interaction point inside the magnet pole tip opening. While the silicon sensors lie within70

the region of the homogeneous 0.5 T STAR magnetic field, the sTGC are in a region where the71

field changes gradually, making charged particle tracking more involved.72

The silicon mini-strip detector design and electronic systems take advantage of the experience73

gained with the intermediate silicon tracker (IST) [14] used in STAR previously. The forward sil-74

icon mini-strip detectors use silicon sensors from Hamamatsu, APV25-S1 frontend readout chips,75

flexible hybrids, and provide a total material budget of only ≈ 1.5% per disk. Each silicon disk is76

made up of 12 modules with each module segmented coarsely in R but finely in φ (with 128 strips77

per module). The DAQ and cooling systems also make use of previous systems developed for the78

IST. Each of the sTGC detectors is a combination of four quadrants made of two double sided79

chambers each. A symmetric pentagonal design is used to allow maximum reuse of tooling and to80

simplify module design. Each detector includes X, Y and one layer of diagonal strips for hit loca-81

tion measurement. A dedicated gas system has been designed which uses controlled evaporative82

mixing to provide the detector with a gaseous mixture of 55% n-pentane+45%CO2. VMM-base83

readout electronics are used for the sTGC following the ATLAS design.84
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2.2 The Forward Calorimeter System85

The FCS is a crucial subsystem needed for several of the physics measurements outlined86

above. In order to achieve the proposed physics goals, the electromagnetic calorimeter must pro-87

vide energy resolution of σ/E ≈ 10%/
√

E and the hadronic calorimeter must provide energy res-88

olution of σ/E ≈ 50%/
√

E +10%. The FCS is located about 7m from the interaction point. The89

electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) makes use of refurbished PHENIX lead-scintillator (PbSc)90

with new SiPM-based readout electronics on the front face. Each PbSc tower is 5.52× 5.52× 3391

cm3 (∼ 18 X0) with sampling cells composed of 1.5mm Pb, 4mm scintillator & wavelength shift-92

ing fibers. The ECAL has 1,496 readout channels. The hadronic calorimeter (HCAL) system is an93

iron-scintillator (FeSc) sandwich sampling calorimeter with each sandwich composed of 20mm Fe94

and 3mm scintillator. The lateral tower size for the HCAL towers is 10cm × 10cm. Together, the95

ECAL+HCAL provide approximately 5.2λ . The HCAL uses the same SiPM-based readout as the96

ECAL with a total of 520 readout channels. As part of the forward calorimeter system, the existing97

event plane detector is used as a preshower detector. The FCS system provides triggering capabil-98

ities for the entire forward detector system. ECAL and HCAL prototypes were tested with beam99

at Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory and their performance was found to be approximately100

within the requirements.101

3. Summary102

STAR has undertaken an upgrade to add charged particle tracking and calorimetry in the for-103

ward rapidity region, 2.5 < η < 4.0, in order to address important topics in both cold and hot QCD.104

The installation of the forward calorimeter system is scheduled for completion by early 2021 and105

the installation of the forward tracking system is scheduled for completion in the fall/winter of106

2021. Upon completion of the forward detectors, STAR will collect data from transversely polar-107

ized p+ p collisions at
√

s= 510 GeV. Additional measurements of p+p, p+A, and A+A collisions108

at
√

sNN = 200 GeV are expected to take place in 2023+. The combination of STAR’s new for-109

ward rapidity detectors, along with the recently completed upgrades at mid-rapidity for the beam110

energy scan II, provide STAR with a unique opportunity to engage in novel measurements capable111

of answering important open questions in both hot and cold QCD.112
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